GOBLET
FUND RAISING
Task Force
CELIA, PEDRO, ERIK, JUDIT,
VICKY, NICKY, ELJA, MICK,
PATRICIA

MISSIONS

1. Responsible for oversight of funding opportunities
2. Lead fund-raising activities
3. Advocate for new funding policy
OBJECTIVES

- Stimulate projects common to various GOBLET’s members
- Lobby in funding agencies, research & infrastructure bodies
- Gain independence from membership fees
- Look for money for GOBLET’s activities

CIHR (M.Brazas)

- Applied 2 times. Rejected 2 times. 7/153. 27th
- Reviewers:
  - "It would be nice to see an opinion paper, or 'state of the field' manuscript be generated from this meeting."
- Outcome GOBLET should strive for after the AGM
FUTURE ACTIONS

- Create a sponsors’ package
- Define clear actions with champions
- Identify common fundable projects and galvanise Gobleters

Help needed from Chairs and Executive Board

Thank you! Especially the TF members:

- CELIA VAN GELDER
- PEDRO FERNANDES
- ERIK BONGCAM RUDLOFF
- JUDIT KUMUTHINI
- VICKY SCHENEIDER-GRICAR
- NICKY MULDER
- EIJAKORPELAINEN
- MICK WATSON

frt@mygoblet.org
Catty thanks